Plans to allow single women in Sweden to have fertility treatment funded by taxpayers are expected to come into force next year. The new rules would allow the same reproductive rights to singles as women in a relationship.

Are Slavs Stupid? And other findings from a world IQ map.

This IQ map seems to suggest that Slavic countries, on average, are less intelligent than Germanic ones.

Two possible explanations:
>1. Slavs are genetically inferior
>2. Infrastructure, education etc. in Slavic States is still subpar to wealthier Western ones

Other fun facts:
>Homogenous/Majority White countries are generally superior to Nigger/Spic/Sandnigger/Currynigger ones. Just look at Argentina versus Brazil. (inb4 angiersnotwhite maymay)
>East Asian countries also have higher IQs - no surprise there. Even poor shitholes like Mongolia are on par with whites!
>Irish are less intelligent than Britons, but Italians are surprisingly on par with the Germanic states.
>Muslim countries are also less intelligent than white ones. Even modern ones like Turkey.
>The US beat out Canada with its superior welfare state infrastructure and whiter population! Huh?

Man Buns" and other Hipster Abominations

Lately around my area, I have been seeing a lot of the men wearing long beards, and get this, some abominable grungy thing called a "man bun." Many of my old "dudebro" friends who I used to play video games and go fishing with are now hyper-liberal vegans. They all have those stupid beards, skinny jeans, horn-rimmed glasses, and long unkempt hair that they put into a nasty man-bun - it is not uncommon for them to also appear emaciated, reek of alcohol metabolites, and have an ugly girlfriend with hairy legs and grungy hair in tow. As a clean shaven man with dusty blonde hair maintained in a conservative style and a beautifully-toned and mildly-tanned body, I am often called an "oppressor" and "the problem with humanity."

What is it with hipsters? Why are they such degenerates? Why are we not shaming and making fun of these people? Why are they trying so hard to subvert and destroy human culture? Why are they gender-swapping fashion in the most perverse and vulgar manner possible and not questioning it within the context of "gender appropriation" the same way they tend to do with "cultural appropriation?"

/pol/, when was the first time you started to notice these sorts of shifts in society?
Flickr is facing a user revolt after a new auto-tagging system labelled images of black people with tags such as “ape” and “animal” as well as tagging pictures of concentration camps with “sport” or “jungle gym”.

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/may/20/flickr-complaints-offensive-auto-tagging-photos

Mad Max: Feminist Road

> Considering white women valuable because of their ability to bear children is backward and primitive, goy!
> A nod to old 60s PAC slogans advocating genocide against whites “One Boer man, one bullet”
> rationing is unjustified ever and distributing finite goods to the mob is a moral imperative
> young men wanting to sacrifice themselves for the good of their tribe is sad and slavish

Any other leftist subversion that I missed?

What the fuck happened to Britain to make this kind of thing not only possible but so common place that nobody even bats an eye at it anymore?

About The Communist Party and Happiness

What political system provides its population the maximum amount of happiness?

In my judgment, The Communist Party provides its population the maximum amount of happiness. The reasons I have for concluding this are: 1. Economically, satisfying work is abundant 2. Socially, crime is significantly reduced, and 3. Politically, important decisions nation-wide in effect are made more quickly. The result is a government that provides greater and faster facilitation of the fulfillment of its people’s lives. Therefore, The Communist Party provides its population the maximum amount of happiness.

Firstly, the economy of a Socialist country is abundant with satisfying work. If the economy of a Socialist country is abundant with satisfying work, then the people find more fulfillment. So they are more happy in a government that is in accordance with the principles of Communism and Socialism. One of the tenets of The Communist Manifesto, written by the deceased politics and economics writer Karl Marx, is that industrial manufacture be accorded a high level of importance and that it be integrated with public education. If this system is used then the level of work increases. This work requires laborers, engineers, and scientists. So the economy will demand a greater number of workers. So there will be plenty of work. In our modern era, our devices are complex and technological in nature. Therefore, there is a lot of satisfying work in the economy of the Communist Party. Therefore, The Communist Party is superior at economically providing happiness.

Secondly, the society of The Communist Party has significantly reduced levels of crime. In the 20th century there was a great Socialist leader named Joseph Stalin. Joseph Stalin was the leader and dictator of the United Soviet Socialist Republic of Russia, the USSR in Europe. He had them executed because they did not follow the doctrine of the Communist Party. This made decisions occur more quickly and adherence to the party more effective. If there is a greater adherence to the Party, then there is more realization of economic prosperity, so there is greater happiness due to the reduced levels of crime. Therefore, The Communist Party is superior at socially providing happiness. Executions are also an efficient and effective method at deterring crime, instilling fear of criminality in the people and respect for the law.

Thirdly, the politics of the Communist Party allow for important decisions nation-wide in effect to be made much more quickly. If political decisions are made more quickly then the ends of the government are manifested fast. If there are results made in a short amount of time then the people are going to be happy with the efficient, speedy work of the government. Therefore the efficiency of the politics of the Communist government contributes to its superiority as a political system. For example, if there is a dictator, a “representative of the proletariat,” proletariat being the working class, then by default he will carry all the interests of the population. Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin led the USSR for many years and the country saw a significant increase in literacy, manufacture, and
scientific discovery. The people were much more prosperous and united in it. This occurred very quickly, so the efficient quality of the communist party is clear and recorded in history.

In conclusion, the Communist Party is the greatest political system at providing its people happiness. People are more likely to be fulfilled because crime and bureaucracy is not getting in the way of their work. It is likely to be scientific work, which is favored by some over traditional labor in agriculture or industrial manufacture. So why not be a communist? Some find their unequal level ownership of items, compared the ownership of lesser items by others, to provide more happiness. However, this is ultimately not true, and also ultimately undesirable due to its effect on the environment, because it is a result of the social conditioning Western capitalism’s attitudes has had on its people. In the 21st century many have found satisfaction instead through the sciences and the arts, being rewarded with worldwide fame for their discovery, design, or creation. Be a communist, the communist party wants you to join.

Tomorrow Ireland is holding a referendum on recognising same-sex marriage as equal to opposite-sex marriage in its constitution. How should I vote and why?

Heh heh. Red Guards indeed.
Too bad these niggas take themselves too seriously to realize what a joke they are.

Guide to arguing like a leftist

Does anyone have the guide to arguing like a leftist? I haven’t been able to find it with google (I keep getting fucking actual marxist websites) but I want to save it and maybe use it for something at some point.

Will this man be our ally in the battle against SJWs and degeneracy? Or will he stab our backs in the end like the rest?
Min Wage

Here’s a quick and easy test to see if anyone on /pol/ actually understands economics.

Should a country have a minimum wage and if so how high should it be?

Conspiracy Image Dump?

Hey could we get a dump of conspiracy/red pilled images. I recently started a Piratebox and want to host these files. Infographics, protips, survival guides etc

/pol/ opens a bar

What would it be like? Where would it be located? What will it serve? What would it be named?

My name suggestion:

> The Serbian accordionist
> The Montana Gentleman
> The Windmill of Tollerance

New /pol/ webm thread

Since the other one have hit the bump limit.

Here is the new one. Keep it /pol/ related in one way or another. History of all sorts, conspiracy, economics, SJWs, politically incorrect humor & etc—

I just converted this one

Brit/pol/ # 293: Proper Edition Edition

> Net migration to UK reaches 318,000
  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-32816454
> EU pushing for a United States of Europe
> Scandal of foreign nurses with bogus papers as ‘devil’ nurse faces jail for killing two patients
> It’s not racist to worry about foreign nurses, writes NHS psychiatrist MAX PEMBERTON
> How three-quarters of migrants from Eastern Europe are in unskilled jobs
  http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/578467/migrants-Eastern-Europe-unskilled-jobs
> 3 in 4 of Britain’s danger doctors are trained abroad
Racism row diversity officer could be FIRED after she tweeted 'KILL ALL WHITE MEN'
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/578341/Bahar-Mustafa-Goldsmiths-Student-Union-racism-kill-all-white-men

Reddit polls
http://strawpoll.me/4415779
http://strawpoll.me/4415785
http://strawpoll.me/4415802
http://strawpoll.me/4415816
http://strawpoll.me/4415829

Reminder that the cuck gets off every time some incompetent faggot copy pastes the goddamned thread number.

Mattress slut BTFO.


Is there still hope in higher education? Spoiler alert, no.
http://nymag.com/thecut/2015/05/columbia-president-ignores-emma-sulkowicz.html

Jewish media narrative
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAcsQeuMrFc

DAILY REMINDER THAT THE JEWISH MEDIA HAS BEEN PROPAGATING THE SAME ANTI-WHITE NARRATIVE FOR DECADES.

Dr. William Luther Pierce, 1996. (video related):
>
>When two white soldiers at fort Brag in North Carolina, got drunk and shot a convicted black crack dealer and his female companion. It was on the television news and in the big newspapers, day after day, after day. "Racism in the Army!" the headlines were screaming. News commentators rung their hands and agonised over "white supremacy" at fort Brag, "What can we do about white supremacy in the military?" they moaned.

>"We are still hearing about this killing of this convicted black criminal, by two drunken white soldiers, as jewish groups continue to use it as an example in their media campaign for new laws against what they call "hate crime" and "hate speech."

This is just the same, 'evil white kills black' narrative as in the shooting of Michael Brown and Trayvon Martin. Nothing has changed in the last 20 years.

Prof. Kevin B. Macdonald - The Psychological Mechanism of White Dispossession
On the 18th of April, 2015, Logik Förlag in cooperation with Counter-Currents Publishing hosted a number of lectures and a book release in the city of Stockholm.

This particular lecture was held by Kevin B. Macdonald, professor of Psychology at California State University-Long Beach, and the subject is "The Psychological Mechanism of White Dispossession".

Jews Ruined the East with Opium

The kikes ran the opium trade and ruined the east!

The truth lies buried in the family line of David Sassoon, "The Rothschilds of The Far East," and their monopoly over the opium trade.

Britain won Hong Kong by launching the opium Wars to give the Sassoons exclusive rights to drug an entire nation!

David Sassoon was born in Baghdad in 1792. His father, Saleh Sassoon, was a wealthy banker and the treasurer to Ahmet Pasha, the governor of Baghdad. (Thus making him the "court Jew" - a highly influential position.)

In 1829 Ahmet was overthrown due to corruption and the Sassoon family fled to Bombay, India. This was the strategic trade route to interior India and the gateway to the Far East. In a brief time the British government granted Sassoon "monopoly rights" to all manufacture of cotton goods, silk and most important of all - Opium - then the most additive drug in the world!
The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1905 states that Sassoon expanded his opium trade into China and Japan. He placed his eight sons in charge of the various major opium exchanges in China.

Asians don’t even know what to do when they are getting culturally enriched. I feel bad for them that all their women want the BWC. Just imagine what would happen to Japan if they open up the immigration floodgates and every weeb comes to claim their waifu.

New Free Speech w/ Gavin McInnes Podcast

Gavin McInnes discusses political correctness, the Frankfurt School, and Jewish influence on society with Jewish author Michael Malice.

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2qv6zk_free-speech-michael-malice_fun

Hey /pol/,

I found a dindu version of the bible on /Christian/

Here is the link to the bible:

http://www.pidginbible.org/

Here is the link to the /Christian/ thread:

/Christian/90234

>post yfw

How to Instill New Bloom in Art

Hey there /pol/, we have a problem. As you well know, the general health of a nation, its people, and its groundings is quite telling when you consider the state of the arts. The arts are the enrichment of the culture. It provides insight to what various craftsmen are thinking society, and reflect the sensitivities of the masses. It carries over into advertising, philosophy and other trains of thought.

Art has changed in the modern age like music. Peoples skills grew to where there was less discovery in the skill of painting or drawing, and more in the way the artist could convey and create emotion. In this way, a great song could be lyrically complex, or so raw and simple.

The problem with this is that in art it can be done easily by portraying a shitty message or being crass.

While industry is the lifeblood of a society, the arts enrich it and give it meaning and direction. Unfortunately, when the arts are filled with sludge, it reflects back on industry, which only then perpetuates said sludge.

The talent is there for a new Renaissance, you can see it across the world with the hyper-realism drawings and paintings and whatnot. The longing for a hero to step in to save us all is ever prevalent in the thoughts of many, hence why you see a huge push for the superhero movies. There’s a market, and there’s a reason for that market, whether the people wish to acknowledge it or not.

Keep fighting the good fight; we are at the end of days, but the counterculture of morality is gaining momentum, support and purpose. But it’s all little by little, right? What can be done to rejuvenate the arts so it’s not for the sake of this narcissistic cesspool of masturbation?
Infowars actively censoring white genocide while endlessly pandering to niggers.

Just got shadowbanned for asking when Alex Jones was going to cover white genocide on one of his latest black cock sucking videos entitled "BLACK GENOCIDE PLANS DISCOVERED #ALLBLACKLIVESMATTER".

Anyone want to flood this fat kike’s channel asking him why he doesn’t ever cover white genocide?

Private Police Corporations

Why don’t we just privatize the police?

That way the police can be held accountable through investors.

ITT: We laugh at Liberal/Gay/Feminism cancer

Also for vid related, can someone post the remix?

Towards Technocracy

Just a brief, friendly, and polite reminder to all politicians that any and all ideologies under technological authority will inextricably evolve and emerge into technocracy.

You may consider yourself a National Socialist or a Libertarian/An-Cap, or a Social Democrat or Communist. None of these denotations carry any significant temporal meaning at all under the auspices of technological proliferation.

You can argue and pine on this imageboard or whatever venue you so choose and for whatever duration you so desire, but there is only one and unavoidable consequence through continual improvements of human artifice over time:

Technocracy.

AMA.

This is an article by Roosh V talking about civilization & it’s collapse, stage by stage in the west and giving examples and citations. I’m actually surprised to see something this well put together appear from a pick up artist so I thought I’d share it here.

>http://www.rooshv.com/cultural-collapse-theory

It reminds me of Spengler or Glubb, in fact Roosh’s article would likely take inspiration from their work.

Brit/pol/ #291: Multiculturalism please go and stay go Edition

>Net migration to UK reaches 318,000

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-32816454
>EU pushing for a United States of Europe

>Scandal of foreign nurses with bogus papers as ‘devil’ nurse faces jail for killing two patients

>It’s not racist to worry about foreign nurses, writes NHS psychiatrist MAX PEMBERTON

>How three-quarters of migrants from Eastern Europe are in unskilled jobs
http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/578467/migrants-Eastern-Europe-unskilled-jobs

>3 in 4 of Britain’s danger doctors are trained abroad

>Racism row diversity officer could be FIRED after she tweeted 'KILL ALL WHITE MEN'
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/578341/Bahar-Mustafa-Goldsmiths-Student-Union-racism-kill-all-white-men

Reddit polls
http://strawpoll.me/4415779
http://strawpoll.me/4415785
http://strawpoll.me/4415802
http://strawpoll.me/4415816
http://strawpoll.me/4415829

> Ideally, do you think the US should interfere in Syria on the side of the regime in order to counter ISIL’ advance?

R: 19 / I: 1 / P: 14
redpill me on the next shoah
I see threads all the time about how the Jews will fall and there will be a global shoah. My question is how do you know that will even happen? All the evidence I see are youtube videos and the preaches of a dead Jew. Please show me how/why the next shoah will happen. I don’t want to be gassed 47 times so if we do fall I want to know. I mean /pol/ is always right. right?

R: 192 / I: 20 / P: 14
Why do so many feminists have colored hair? Are they appropriating anime culture? If so, don’t they find it ironic that the medium has more rape than any other western production?

R: 0 / I: 0 / P: 14
Armed White South African Woman Stops Home Invasion

A South African couple have released the video footage from their home surveillance system following an armed break in.

South Africa, when led by Europeans, was orderly and prosperous but its policy of racial separation, made it a pariah state. Black South Africans eventually gained full emancipation and the dismantling of the apartheid system in 1994. We were promised a new era of equality in the new rainbow nation, but what we got was something else entirely.

Nelson Mandela is lauded by the liberal Western media as a freedom fighter and saviour of his country, but in reality presided over its descent into violence and chaos. Black South Africans gained citizenship and the right to vote, but at what cost? South Africa leads the world in rape, murder and HIV and is the most dangerous place in the world to be white. Democracy, far from saving these people, is only making things worse.

Everybody in South Africa is worse off for the ending of apartheid. It has been hardest on the poor who do not have the money to insulate themselves from black dysfunction. The lives of black South Africans are worse now than under apartheid and many of them acknowledge this. What good is the right to vote when chaos surrounds you and the corrupt government does nothing about it? It’s particularly chilling to think that the broken and lawless society of South Africa is seen by many liberals as a template for a more diverse Europe.
The poor might be hardest hit by crime, but the couple in this video were not poor. Eventually even money, gated communities and private security will not be enough to protect you from black dysfunction. White flight gave people a few decades of peace but now there is nowhere left to go.

South Africa shows us how democracy is just a numbers game, and it is one that the white South Africans are losing. Europe is sitting on a demographic time bomb which threatens to disturb our own democracy and it will only get worse as more Africans migrate here. Our politicians don’t have to live among the chaos they cause, but when you are woken by the sound of breaking glass, the government and the police will be too far away to help you. The only rights and freedoms you have at that moment are the ones that you are able to protect and defend yourself. The couple in this video were lucky in that they were armed and had the will to defend themselves. Many more will not be so fortunate.

If there is one lesson we can learn from this couple’s experience is that we cannot rely on our current governments to save us. We only have ourselves and each other, and we must look out for own interests from now on.

Why do people try to live in cities still?

>over 100k income
>no debt
>mid twenties
>can’t afford a home

How do regular people survive? Granted, I refuse to take on debt. But it seems almost impossible to survive without debt these days. Let it be known, I think I’m almost three times the average income in america, and it takes forever saving still in order to “buy” things. I guess if I wanted to just start taking out debt, I could. But….fuck. Well, that and commuting. I refuse to commute as well.

I am trying to find a way to move out to a rural area and maintain my income, because at those prices I could live like a king.

This is a Test.

This post is to gauge the level of continued interest on this board towards the ideas of a closer syncretism of National Socialism and Technocracy as expressed in the attached image. Many of you will be quite familiar with these ideas by now, and some of you might know someone who espouses these ideas personally. There are presently two prior threads on this board regarding this same topic which can now be considered defunct, as the operatives behind these threads have been satisfied that there is at least enough interest here to move ahead with an organized effort.

We represent a small group of analysts, technologists, and creatives who have been experimenting with laying an operable foundation for something greater than has been achieved with modern social movements in the West. We have previously attempted engineering left leaning communities and individuals into a sympathetic mindset with great success. Depending on the continued progress of our operations here, we may reveal relevant information that can now be safely publicized, illustrating clearly that the fracturing of the leftist narrative in key online communities into two distinct and antagonistic branches was significantly attributable to our efforts. One of these branches has a future, with us; The other has none.

Now is the time we attempt to nurture a third and potentially most fruitful branch: Right wing youth and young adults.

The nature and methods of our operation here will be much more overt. Unlike the leftist psychological construct which is only amenable to exposure to concepts and ideals that are flattering or supportive of their preconceptions (which necessitates subterfuge during influence or manipulation), right wing thinkers fall roughly into two overlapping categories which are both greatly amenable to overt explorations of contradiction and conflict; theistic traditionalists and secular rationalists. Hence, this very post that is being exposed to you now.

What we want to see is how passionate this community is towards obtaining additional materials regarding these ideas from our humble organization, and the level of interest towards engaging in actionable goals which promote further dissemination and attaining additional successes in the social sphere.

in 8th grade my highschool (in rural southern county) sent all the 8th graders to the cafeteria (part auditorium) to blue bill them on the holocaust, the representative was someone from outside our school who was also jew (she claimed this) it hurts to live in these lies
Bin Ladin’s Book Club

You are not going to believe the list of Books that the Office of the Director of National Intelligence claims were found on Osama’s book shelf in his compound. Seriously, look at this list.

My jaw dropped. Really, what the fuck?

The 2030 Spike by Colin Mason
A Brief Guide to Understanding Islam by I. A. Ibrahim
America’s Strategic Blunders by Willard Matthias
America’s “War on Terrorism” by Michel Chossudovsky
Al-Qaeda’s Online Media Strategies: From Abu Reuter to Irhabi 007 by Hanna Rogan
The Best Democracy Money Can Buy by Greg Palast
The Best Enemy Money Can Buy by Anthony Sutton
Black Box Voting, Ballot Tampering in the 21st Century by Bev Harris
Bloodlines of the Illuminati by Fitz Springmester
Bounding the Global War on Terror by Jeffrey Record
Checking Iran’s Nuclear Ambitions by Henry Sokolski and Patrick Clawson
Christianity and Islam in Spain 756-1031 A.D. by C. R. Haines
Civil Democratic Islam: Partners, Resources, and Strategies by Cheryl Benard
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man by John Perkins
Conspirators’ Hierarchy: The Committee of 300 by John Coleman
Crossing the Rubicon by Michael Ruppert
Fortifying Pakistan: The Role of U.S. Internal Security Assistance (only the book’s introduction) by C. Christine Fair and Peter Chalk
Guerilla Air Defense: Antiaircraft Weapons and Techniques for Guerilla Forces by James Crabtree
Handbook of International Law by Anthony Aust
 Hegemony or Survival: America’s Quest for Global Dominance by Noam Chomsky
Imperial Hubris by Michael Scheuer
In Pursuit of Allah’s Pleasure by Asim Abdul Maajid, Esaam-ud-Deen and Dr. Naahah Ibrahim
International Relations Theory and the Asia-Pacific by John Ikenberry and Michael Mastandano
Killing Hope: U.S. Military and CIA Interventions since World War II by William Blum
Military Intelligence Blunders by John Hughes-Wilson
Project MKULTRA, the CIA’s program of research in behavioral modification. Joint hearing before the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research of the Committee on Human Resources, United States Senate, Ninety-fifth Congress, first session, August 3, 1977. United States. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Intelligence.
Necessary Illusions: Thought Control in Democratic Societies by Noam Chomsky
New Pearl Harbor: Disturbing Questions about the Bush Administration and 9/11 by David Ray Griffin
New Political Religions, or Analysis of Modern Terrorism by Barry Cooper
Obama’s Wars by Bob Woodward
Oxford History of Modern War by Charles Townsend
The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers by Paul Kennedy
Rogue State: A Guide to the World’s Only Superpower by William Blum
The Secret Teachings of All Ages by Manly Hall (1928)
Secrets of the Federal Reserve by Eustace Mullins
The Taking of America 1-2-3 by Richard Sprague
The U.S. and Vietnam 1787-1941 by Robert Hopkins Miller

“Website Claims Steve Jackson Games Foretold 9/11,” article posted on ICV2.com (this file contained only a single saved web page)
For those who don’t believe me, here is the link:


Quick question /pol/

Why did NS Germany support water flouridation? What were the reasons?

Just curious.

THE WAR ON CASH

By “War on Cash” I mean the actions of various governments and institutions to get rid of bills, coins, or to place all credit in the hands of government tracking institutions.

A pretty good talk about this:

https://mises.org/library/war-cash-old-and-new

Even in the U.S. holding large amounts of cash is begging for civil forfeiture, making it virtually impossible to not use the banks thanks to new “structuring” laws.

I guess personally my reason for being worried about this is:

-Say goodbye to your privacy. If I am forced to use a card, then the government has a complete de facto record of where I go throughout the day, down to when I do my laundry at the laundromat, or if you happen to buy “adult products”.

-Various methods of political protest are now impossible. Fighting against the banks by in or under banking? Banned. Action through agorism? Unlikely.

-Keynesianism to the max. If nationally controlled banks control all assets, then imposing negative interest rates becomes much more of a possibility. -You don’t own anything anymore. The government does. The account freezes that occurred in Argentina and Cyprus become a much more horrid occasion if there is no alternative.

I am especially worried about privacy concerns. And would like to figure out ways around this to even do simple things like buy food (every day you have to eat, so it makes a very effective tool to track your movements) if such a system arises.

The Empathic Fallacy

Thoughts?

>(From WP) Empathy is the capacity to understand what another person is experiencing from within the other person’s frame of reference, i.e., the capacity to place oneself in another’s shoes.

Empiricists have greater empathy on matters of truth than emotivists.

Emotivists have greater empathy on matters of emotion than empiricists.

My definition:

Empathic Fallacy: committed by intellectually-curious, rigorous, and honest people when attempting to use facts and reason to implore one of the intellectually-incurious unreasonable emotivist masses to understand that they do, in fact, believe something that is factually untrue.

ie. One does not simply silence a Liberal with facts_boromir.png
Feminist gets BTFO for an hour.

http://www.dailymotion.com/Freespeechpodcast

This video is only a few days old so you probably haven’t seen it yet.

The video that is linked is just a small snippet.

Enjoy

get in here boys

I got a doozy here, I don’t know what I’ve gotten myself into...

I opened a pandoras box of leftism and there’s no escaping. All I ask is for some assistance.

http://8ch.net/leftypol/res/196579.html#197255

Just check the last couple posts

For what do we work? Is it have nice bank accounts and a dollar made is always better than an experience had? Let’s say you could help some young kids in your neighborhood get out of poverty.

Would you be better off doing that or going and making lets say another ten thousand this week? You could always invest in the local food bank later when those kids don’t have a good job because they flunked out of school.

Diversity brings joy to Swedish classroom

SWEDEN YES!

http://www.dailystormer.com/diversity-brings-joy-to-swedish-classroom/

https://archive.is/ShzH2

Bernie Sanders AMA

The senator kike who recently announced he was running for Presidency is now holding an AMA session on Reddit’s /r/IAmA. Of course, he received about 10,000 upvotes, 5 gold, and 94% upvote rating. Guess that’s Reddit for ya.

reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/36j690/i_am_senator_bernie_sanders_democratic_candidate/

HERE’S WHAT $75,000 IN TAXPAYER MONEY LOOKS LIKE
When Hillary Clinton handed over 30,000 e-mails to the State Department, she did so in a very 20th-century way: She had them all printed out.

That decision—combined with the fact some but not all of the pages were double-sided—meant the State Department had to spend five weeks of time re-digitizing the documents, according to a court filing released by the department Monday. The department now expects it won’t release the documents until at least January.

The State Department recently completed a tedious process to convert the 55,000 pages of e-mail and attachments back into a suitable electronic format. “The scanning process itself involves five steps that are time-consuming and labor-intensive,” the filing said.


**PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO HEALTHCARE**

**PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO EDUCATION**

**PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO A LIVING WAGE**

FUCK YOU FUCK YOU FUCK YOU

---

Did we really go to the moon, /pol/?

I’ve heard arguments for both sides but it’s my informed opinion that this, this here is the smoking gun, irrefutable, incontrovertible proof that, at the very least, we’re not being told the whole story of what really happened regarding our space program during and/or since the cold war.

You cannot deny nor explain the logical fact that there must be tire tracks present on the highly dusty lunar surface—yet, there are none here. Where are they?

---

Against Pot

[http://www.counter-currents.com/2015/05/against-pot/](http://www.counter-currents.com/2015/05/against-pot/)

Put your bongs down people and listen to me for a few minutes. I want to explain why I think marijuana is one of the most insidious substances known to man from the point of view of long-term self-actualization.

I fell in with some stoners my first year of college. Naturally, they tried to share their vice. But it did nothing for me, and I hated smoking of any kind, so I never got into it.

Years later, after I had my Ph.D. and a teaching job, a friend came to visit me and asked where he could get some pot. I said, “There’s a sign down by the record store that says ‘Drug Free Zone.’ I bet you can buy some there.” So we walked to the store. I went inside and bought a Marianne Faithful CD, and by the time I came out, he had scored some pot. We walked back to my place, and I decided to try it.

Obviously marijuana had become increasingly potent and hallucinogenic over the years, because this time it had a profound effect. We were watching an episode of Alias, and during a commercial, I had an extraordinary experience. I felt that the commercial had expanded into a whole world in which an utterly compelling drama was unfolding. I completely sympathized with our heroine’s struggle to get a whiter than white wash. Her pain was my pain. A 30-second commercial had just moved me as much as an epic drama. “I’ve got to try this again,” I thought.

I had symphony tickets the next day, so my friend and I partook some more, then had dinner at my favorite restaurant. It was the tastiest meal I’d ever had. Then we heard Ein Heldenleben (A Hero’s Life), Richard Strauss’s musical autobiography, with sections on his art, his battles with the critics, his romance and marriage, and his peaceful retirement from the world. It was the most profound musical experience I had ever had. I was completely inside the music. I lived, felt, and understood the meaning of every theme. I particularly got into the romance section, with its musical flirtation, bickering, and lovemaking. I wanted to do a whole Ring cycle on drugs.

On the way home, though, I had the same profound musical experience listening to an utterly insipid pop song on the radio. And before we got home, I wanted to get a snack, so we stopped at a convenience store and got a box of crusty, day-old donuts. They were every bit as delicious as the meal we had earlier.

At that point, it dawned on me why the putridness I knew seemed perfectly content to sit around in their pajamas eating Captain Crunch and watching daytime television. If Brittany Spears is as profound a musical experience as Richard Strauss, why go through the trouble of appreciating Strauss? If TV commercials can be as dramatically profound as Sophocles and Shakespeare, why strain your mind? If day-old donuts and cold cereal are just as delicious as a skilful chef’s creation, why bother with cooking? If masturbation can be just as enjoyable as sex, then who needs other people? If being a slacker is just as pleasurable as accomplishing something in one’s life, why even get out of bed?

I realized that marijuana had the power to totally destroy my ability to create and grow as a human being. It has the power to turn men into sensuous, swinish Philistines. (It should be nicknamed Circe,
not Mary Jane.) It also robbed me of sleep by inducing fevered, racing thoughts at bedtime. It had completely lost its charms.

Now, I am willing to grant that your mileage may vary. I know couple of highly accomplished people who regularly smoke pot. But these are outliers. I have known far more unambitious slugs. I have also known two people who have destroyed businesses and friendships and their own dignity as human beings through pot-induced paranoia.

Why are so many adults today seemingly frozen at juvenile levels of maturity and taste? The main reason is the dominance of selfish, hedonistic individualism. At the age of 14 or 16 or 18, some people decide that henceforth they are going to satisfy rather than transcend themselves. Thus they seek out only those social relations that affirm rather than challenge their initial preferences. And as long as you can pay, some capitalist will cater to you in your comfort zone. (Bad credit? No credit? No problem!) Hedonistic individualism and capitalism thus make it possible for more and more people to reach 40 or 50 or 60 with their teenage selves still intact.

Marijuana is just hedonistic individualism in herbal form. Self-actualization requires pain and struggle. Virtue is hard rather than easy. But why worry about that, when marijuana can make you perfectly content with whatever level of ignorance, immaturity, and bad taste that you happened to be at when you took your first hit?

Is George Soros on the council of the elder zion?

Is he at the tip top tier of jews and crony capitalism?

Is there anywhere that I could find a list of the most popular news-site RSS feeds, per country?

Working on a project where I want to compare newspaper propaganda PER COUNTRY.

Any help would be most appreciated.

Thank you.

Mother Arrested for Trying to Prevent Circumcision

Apparently in the US, if you don’t circumcise your son, you go to jail.

http://joseph4gi.blogspot.com/2015/05/florida-circumcision-saga-mother.html

This is beyond bullshit. What a barbaric procedure. What a bullshit situation.

No child should ever be strapped down so their genitals can be cut apart. This needs to end.

Niggers are really trying to start an all out race war soon.

A shocking confrontation filmed on the streets of New York highlights the racial animosity that continues to plague America in the aftermath of last year’s Ferguson riots and the rise of the #BlackLivesMatter movement.
The incident began when a member of the Five-Percent Nation, a militant offshoot of the Nation of Islam, began harassing a group of white hipsters in Union Square.

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=a43_1431746648
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five-Percent_Nation

Isn't business inherently 'jewish'?

After all, the goal of any business is to make as much money as possible.

What's morally wrong with making money?

BANK OF AMERICA: HOARD YOUR CASH

http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323582904578484810838726222

So, i think im qualified to work for the NWO.

im a former navy intel. officer, great researcher,i give speeches a lot, im rather well known in certain circles.

I have connections, to crime,terrorism, so on.

so, where do i start? how do i start specifically working for the NWO? i Shall ask something in return for my services

Kenneth Clark’s Civilization

If you haven’t seen this before, you really should. I’ve never watched anything that even tried to do an analysis of European art and architecture on this scale.

Tell me 1 reason not to nationalize oil.

The oil giants usually cheat their taxes so bad, that the government ends up paying them billions or millions, do you think the trade off between private efficiency and a nation owning it’s own resources are worth it?

NATO vs NORTH KOREA
Why doesn’t NATO and USA allies just take over NK and liberate the people? It’s the worst country in the world. They have the largest military in the world but are probably starving and shitty.

Why doesn’t NATO just invade and take over NK?

Whatever happened to this mystery? It was being discussed on /baphohomet and /pol/ for a couple of days, but after that it disappeared completely.

They’re attacking gay men! The SJW’s are attacking gay men!

Oh boy—this gonna be good. This gonna be reeeal good.

How dangerous are the various black supremacist movements?

If you watch news coverage of all those /blacklivesmatter/ protests, you’ll see the Nation of Islam guys.

They’re easy to spot in their suits and bow ties.

The press doesn’t talk to them and they don’t talk to the press, but they are there spreading the word.

There is even a fringe group of the Nation of Islam called the Five Percenters. How crazy do you have to be to be too crazy for the Nation of Islam?

Video is your daily reminder that if you disagree with the president of USA, you are racist.

Speaker: Louisiana State Senator Karen Carter Peterson.

What are some documentaries that everyone on /pol/ should watch at some point?

They could be about anything just as long as they’re educational and informative.
Right lads, head on over to http://8ch.net/greenland/catalog.html if you are interested

What we have so far:
- Environmental organization to get in the door (EU tree planting project): https://www.facebook.com/wildlifedevelopment
- Anon visiting in the summer to scope out locations
- Richfag willing to throw in 30k towards the project

What we know so far:
- It is not possible to own private land in Greenland. However, you can ask the government for permission to use a piece of land for a purpose (presumably a purpose that will be a net positive to the country) (we have found a real estate company willing to help with this)
- There are 2 possible paths; find a piece of unused land and petition the government OR take over an existing abandoned village (of which there are a few)
- Settlement location will be in the south of the country; this being the original norse landing spot, and the best for weather and as normal as possible sunlight hours

Pics incoming:

http://www.downvids.net/things-you’ve-always-wanted-to-ask-a-trans-person-but-probably-shouldn-039-t-633875.html
>transgender mutants have a chance to quell rumors and answer common questions
>instead they get prissy and sarcastic about everything

Anyone else cool with gays, but really hate transgenders?

Ready for Hildebeest®
>there’s no thread about a
bonafide happening


Formerly classified documents show that DOD & State department had advance knowledge of Benghazi and were aware that weapons were being trafficked through Libya to Syria.

FEMA camps & NWO...really something bad?
I’ve been considering the coming FEMA incarcerations (video)"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ07CINbFoE
— and while most see these things as tyrannical enslavement of the world, I have been wondering—what if it is a simple attempt to keep the whites in control, knock down the non-white population, and organize the whites into an effective, high-tech society?

After all, we really don’t have any freedom of choice, even now—the important choices themselves are already selected to the point where it matters not what YOU select.

There will always be leaders, and we have not selected them democratically to the point where it even benefits US—so really, would it be so different if some new form of hierarchy took control? What would change for the common man?

Apparently, former CIA agents have disclosed the existence of "red lists" & "blue lists"— those on the red list will never leave the FEMA camps, those on the blue would be allowed to live and serve their new kings & queens.

Red and blue? Eerily similar to the red and blue pill meme, don’t you think?

When gun confiscation and the rounding up of citizens comes to America, you will have to decide—fight them and kill as many as possible before they take you down (in glory), or give in and hope they let you and your family live to serve them.

Which choice will you make? Is it even a choice to an honorable man?

Forced Sex Camps Train Girls For Child Marriage In Zambia And Mozambique

CASABLANCA, May 21 (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - Girls as young as eight in Mozambique and Zambia are forced to go to camps where they are shown how to please a man in bed in order to
prepare them for married life, activists said at an international conference on ending child marriage.

These sexual initiations begin once menstruation starts and sometimes involve sticks being inserted inside the girls, Persilia Muianga of international aid agency World Vision said. She added that some mothers force young daughters to sleep with a man in the belief this can bring on menstruation.

Anglican priest Jackson Jones Katete said initiations in Zambia happen among girls between the ages of eight and 13, and may involve girls being cut by women for not performing sexual movements correctly.

"You — pay these (elderly) women to do this torturing to your child," he said, adding that men do not want to marry girls unless they have been initiated.

"Immediately the girls come out of the camp, they are saying — you are now ready for sex. And then the men come — and then they begin to do the betrothals."

The training, which can last a week and is shrouded in secrecy, also teaches girls about hygiene, domestic duties and how to conduct themselves in the community, Muianga said, adding that community leaders fine parents if they do not take their daughters to the initiations.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/05/21/mozambique-zambia-forced-sex-camps_n_7390144.html

/pol/, fuck me, I think I figured something out but I need your help.

Does anyone have the .PDF book

The Nazis (world war 2) by Robert Edwin herzstein?

I was watching a video and it shows a page of this book where it combines the hamitics with the Asians (orientalen, vordeasians) that created a bastard race which is today the Hebrew Jew.

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamitic

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afroasiatic_languages

Its said that the Asians traveled to Africa before the whites.

(I wish I could remember the article, fuck).

So it would only make sense that not the Mediterraneans main linguistics leads to afroasiatic.

Babylonia did conquer the known world so its only plausible that the race would be a bastard race and produce a bastard race at an unbelievable rate. The Chinese are now at the threshold of being the leading world power and they’ve created a super bank too.

I know this seems super fucked up, I even think I shouldn’t be typing this shit out. I dont even know if this theory is credible to be peculating on.

Something just seems very wrong, I mean, I always see people saying that the Asians might as well be Jews, well, according to the shit I've been looking up they may very well be.

The video I’m watching has an incredibly dumb negro talking and he’s thinking the original Jews are blacks (lol), but I need to read the book.

Eurovision 2015

The "Grand Final" is tomorrow night. Who do you think will win this year’s cavalcade of cringe?

Also, someone invited Australia this year, at least they’re white.

PATH OF LIGHT

Rebuild Europe, Rebuild The World

>not supporting the only /pol/-approved european natsoc movement

>thinking complaining about politics will make any difference whatsoever

Why, you kikes?
>inb4 le fbi honeypot
Prove it.
>inb4 divide and conquer
It’s not a /pol/ replacement board.

R: 2 / I: 2 / P: 17
How do we get other people to stop race mixing? Racemixing is a huge growing problem how do we stop this shit?

R: 1 / I: 0 / P: 17
What is your thoughts on these pictures /pol/?
Would you say that whoever took these photographs are setting a good influence on white children?

R: 1 / I: 0 / P: 17
>this exists
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Orgn4rWKMT0vwadtmZu8g
>whyman.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB7Cfmmxm1E

R: 9 / I: 0 / P: 17
Proof against the Holocaust
Post evidence, documentaries, pictures, etc. that can help disprove the Holocaust and redpill people. No memes, actual evidence only.

R: 66 / I: 1 / P: 17
An alternate view of purpose of feminism, multiculturalism, etc

After reading about one of the Pulitzer prize winners expose on how Bill Gates funded the whole “we need more STEM” thing to get more people on visas, it got me thinking. Is the whole multiculturalism idea being funded by the elite and spread through universities, media, etc, because the they do studies to see what the future will look like and maybe the goal is to be able to get workers from anywhere around the world to lower costs and keep America at the top. Think about. They need to create an environment so that people in other countries can view the west as a place they can move to and be accepted. To sell it to the western citizens they promote the “diversity is strength” garbage and show and idealized “we can all get along” view. But really they just want the citizens to accept the new people coming to take the jobs.

First they exported manufacturing. They build factories on the other side of the world and then ship the products all the way across the world again to sell them here. All that is still cheaper for them than to just manufacture here. Now they want to do it with skilled labor such as engineering, tech, medicine etc.
American universities are considered the best so all the best come here and then they want the best to stay so they do the whole multicult thing because they want America to stay the “best”. And one way to do that is to attract the best people to America and have them work here instead of in their country where they can make a difference. Plus flooding the market they can get good workers and cheaper as well. It’s just like losing the manufacturing jobs. Now they are selling out the country for the skilled jobs.

That brings me to the next idea. Is that how feminism started? Around the 1950s tech had advanced enough that to get food the wife could drive to the grocery store, to clean she could vacuum, to wash clothes she could use washer and dryer, etc. All that combined means a wife now can finish chores much more quickly and has a lot of free time. And during WW2 they saw that a lot of women working. So maybe they created propaganda to convince women that they need to work so that they could flood the market with labor and decrease their costs since women now have time. Of course the marxists would be for this as well because one of their ideas is to have everyone work. Some of the first communist apartments where 4 family units. They wanted 4 men and 3 of the women to work while one of them cares for the kids.

So this whole things is maybe just greed and not necessarily one of the nefarious plots as suggested here often, but it sure might be some mix of this and other ideas mentioned here. Money keeps the world spinning and the elite here want America to be number one so maybe the whole thing is to just create a system where they can attract the best and swap them out whenever to keep costs low. But the downside is growing resentment from the native citizens if it ever gets to a level that they feel the elite are selling them out, but with all of the “diversity” propaganda going on it seems people are mostly taking without really knowing what the goal is and some are practically frothing at the mouth pushing the whole thing (SJW’s). Just like the term “useful idiots”.

What do you think? I haven’t thought about this too much, but these are some of my first thoughts.

Link to article: http://grapevine.is/news/2015/05/15/old-norse-weddings-becoming-more-popular-for-same-sex-couples/

>Le shrekmate Bragans
>Fug off XITIAN go worship ur kike god
>Shrekmate X-TIAN
>BRAGANISM IS THE ONLY RELIGION - braganfag
>CHRISTIANITY IS THE ONLY RELIGION - christfag
>BELIEVING ANYTHING MY FAVOURITE TV SHOW SCIENTISTS IS THE ONLY RELIGION - fedorafag

Oh btw I am not an atheist, I’m an Theistic Monolateralist.

Seriously I’m fucking tired of you faggots whining about which is the correct religion. Both of your religions are fucked by the ZOGS. Orthodox Christianity and Varg were the only few people who have had a chance at reclaiming them. But both this war between us only serves them even further. I mean seriously both Paganism and Christianity have contributed to the collective soul and spirit of the european. Both Christianity and Paganism has some great features, and we can all agree, is better than most other religions.

I made this thread so you faggots can duke it out in here, and not make more threads about who is and who isn’t the right god. Hopefully you’ll realize that all your doing is wasting time, but I imagine most of you making these dumb ass threads about which religion is the right religion are either the real JIDF or just so insecure about their beliefs they need some anon on the internet to capitulate to everything they believe in.

So by all means go ahead and shit on each other in here.

hey /pol/acks i’m half dindu and i just became a straylian citizen.
>>&fw all these qt white womyn
>&fw university sluts want the black dick cause diversity and cucking their beta white boyfriends
>&fw i’m a faggot so i doesn’t really matter
>&fw wish i white and heterosexual

Over 500 dindu’s and nips got citizenship tonight and most of them couldn’t even string together an intelligible sentence in english. Not to mention the degenerates like me. ask me anything
The philosophy of success and its biological application

Often I linger and stare at this board like the vacuum it is, the destroyer of fairytales. This digital intellectual wasteland. You want to know the truth to a certain subject?

Please head on down that minefield, walk right passed the snipers, ignore the artillery fire and hold your breath while walking through the mustard gas. We will guide you from there.

It is one nasty business. We all can confirm that.

So please let me tell you one of my “war” stories.

A while back I met this German exchange student, reasonable based and of German nobility. We started talking during our projects about WW2 and stuff. Hitler in his mind still evil reincarnated but he enjoyed my different views on the matter so he invited me over for some drinks and smoke some weed and discuss this subject further.

After I arrived, some small talk and a couple of beers later this dude is still smoking weed like there is no tomorrow. I have been smoking my cigarettes because weed makes me really tired and I had a “job” to do but I eventually got high to. He asks me: “Now, please tell me your view on World War 2, Hitler and all that”. He pushes his joint in the ashtray, grabs his beer and leans back in the chair.

In the background the song “Hellraiser” by Ozzy Osborne was playing. I asked him where he wanted to start. He told me it did not matter. Sitting there thinking, what would be a good anchor? A good move to welcome this man home? Then I started listing to that song and Ozzy sang:

“Out of control, I play the ultimate role. But that’s what lights my fire

Hellraiser, in the thunder and heat

Hellraiser, rock you back in your seat

Hellraiser, and I’ll make it come true

Hellraiser, I put a spell on you.”

Ruskies coming to the ME.

So the Kremlin is going to send weapons to Iraq.

“Moscow and Baghdad have been expanding military cooperation, President Vladimir Putin said, and Russia is ready to supply weapons to Iraq to aid the fight against Islamic State militants’ advance in the region, said Russia’s FM Sergey Lavrov”


Does this mean that the armies of Gog and Magog are going to meet? (Whatever the hell that means)

How does this help the plans for greater Israel?

Will the OPEC nations be joining the BRIC countries?

are Bagels actually Jewish or another European food stolen and passed off as kike tradition like with potato pancakes
I created a board based on the discussion: 8ch.net/volknet/

I'm looking for material to use as propaganda in order to drum up support. No walls of text, please. Videos and images. Especially videos, and especially anything that will piss people off.

Anything about NSA spying, corporate spying, politically correct censorship or creeping Cultural Marxism on the Internet.

Even technical things like Ted Talk material, Edward Snowden interviews, etc is okay. I can take clips from it and set it to scary music or whatever. But emotionally charged imagery & videos would be best. Even things that are vaguely connected to the excesses of the Big Brother state would be good.

I want to create a slow-burning, simmering rage in people. We don't have money or an infrastructure yet, but we still have the ability to get people mad.

Facebook?

Ever wonder how Facebook got so popular so fast? I mean its not the different from Myspace or whatever. How did get so popular so quick and how did a retard like Zuckerberg get in charge of it. I know he stole the idea from someone. Who is really behind Facebook?

The True Anglo-Sphere

As much as stormfags hate to admit it, the fourth reich is already here. It’s the EU and it needs to be stopped before it globalizes the world. It is an evil that we could not have foreseen but which will get its grubby hands into every and all situations.

Glorify Hitler’s policies however you will, but know that he was fighting the wrong war at the wrong time. There came a point where he no longer acted for the people, but to enslave the world.

The true masters of the free world, of the future of humanity have, and will always be the French and Saxons. Even now they work together as rivals and enemies, constantly bashing one another, against the common foe that is the EU.

Mark my words, /pol/, the Germans will not be the ones to revolutionize a new life into nationalism nor any offshoot from the German people. The French and the English will be the ones to end the chains of socialism, globalism, and oppression. Their rivalry and banter will bring about a new age while the Scandinavians argue about identity politics and the Germans inbreed/race mix into irrelevancy thanks to Jewish indoctrination, a puppet to use the EU to control Europe.

If France splits from the EU, the UK will follow and vice versa, and it will lead to the collapse of its poor management and a new age for the free world across the globe.

The TRUE Anglo-Sphere, and the redpill contained within, is acceptance that the Saxons and Français will one day march shoulder to shoulder in order to purge the world of degeneracy and bring morals back to society. Their old empires will be united once more through moral and ethnic unity even if not always through political unity. They will take on Germany and the puppeteers behind her back, and they will continue to rule as they were destined to.

The Kikes Have Gotten to Taylor Swift. Millions of Kids to Follow.

>Taylor Swift has decided to use her platform as Maxim magazine’s June cover girl to address feminism, and says her music is unfairly categorized as whiny because of society’s systematic misogyny.

>The 25-year-old singer, who has won seven Grammy’s and is worth an estimated $200 million, explained to the men’s publication why she believes there is a double standard when it comes to how others analyze her music.

>“A man writing about his feelings from a vulnerable place is brave; A woman writing about her feelings from a vulnerable place is oversharing or whining,” she said. “Misogyny is ingrained in people from the time they are born.”

“To me, feminism is probably the most important movement that you could embrace, because it’s just basically another word for equality,” she added.

>The seemingly impressionable mega star, who had’s previous identified as a feminist, told the Guardian last August how one of her closest friends, Lena Dunham, put it into perspective for her.

>Becoming friends with Lena – without her preaching to me, but just seeing why she believes what she believes, why she says what she says, why she stands for what she stands for – has made me...
realize that I’ve been taking a feminist stance without actually saying so,” she said at the time.

Approximately two months after she spoke to the Guardian, Swift told David Letterman how “empowering” Dunham was, while explaining how the two became friends.

“She direct messaged me, and she said ‘We need to be best friends. I feel like you’ve been my best friend in my head for months and almost years now. So, I need to see you in person; then I will lavish you with compliments in person,’” Swift recounted.

http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2015/05/18/taylor-swift-misogyny-is-ingrained-in-people-from-the-time-they-are-born/

She’s an incredibly whiny cunt.

Syrian Rebels Closing in on Assad with Help from Saudis, Turks

Iranians Renew Pledge to Support Assad Regime "By All Means"

Syrian rebels have reportedly seized the last major army base in north-western Idlib province, in a fresh setback for President Bashar al-Assad.

State forces withdrew from the Mastouma base after days of fighting, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said.

The assault on Idlib is run by a coalition of Islamist rebels, including the al-Qaeda-linked Nusra Front.

Meanwhile Islamic State (IS) militants are again reported to be threatening the town of Palmyra. Residents reported that IS militants had moved into the town’s northern quarters, after being driven out late last week.

Syrian state media implicitly acknowledged the loss of the Mastouma base, saying its forces had heavily pounded “terrorist formations” which had infiltrated the camp.

The rebels are thought to have been aided by a new alliance between Turkey, Qatar and Saudi Arabia, all of whom want Mr Assad ousted. His forces are also under pressure in the south, having lost the main crossing point on the Jordanian border at Nassib.

But he received support on Tuesday from key ally Iran.

After visiting Damascus, Ali Akbar Velayati, an adviser to Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, pledged to “continue to support Syria by all means”, Iranian state media reported.


How’s it feel to know your entire board is a hive of landsliding first-world topic soapbox links good only for generating views for click-bat.

DINDU NUFFIN THOSE CAN’T NOT DINDU NUFFIN

Irrational Fear of Feds in concern to meetups

Why are people so afraid of meetups because of feds? If there’s a fed there what difference would it make? Its not like you guys are stupid enough to talk about building bombs with strangers are you? Plus its not like it would be strange around /pol/aks to request a pat-down.

The Jewish agenda for Japan

In relation to >>2044952 here’s an example of the kind of grooming by Jews that is going on in Japan right now. Here’s another one I’ve found that is translated:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgYp7yO3Oxe

In addition to the idea of the Japanese being Jewish we have Jews increasingly being presented in a positive light to the Japanese population and notion of Jews as an admirable people to emulate has become a thing in the general consciousness. All in all I’m getting the vibes of Jews preparing to infest Japan in a major way. This is of course related to mass immigration being pushed hard as the solution to Japan’s aging population.

TL;DR: The kikes are definitely up to something in Japan but the language barrier makes is kind of hard to track. If you know of more shit post it here.
Thank you Obama! Thank you Obama! Thank you Obama!

I remember having to watch this in my US History class in freshman year of high school. What this had to do with US history other than being remotely WW2 related is unknown.

"Libionka and Weinbaum maintain that Dawid Moryc Apfelbaum, who is often credited with having played a commanding role in the ŻW, and after whom a square was named in Warsaw, was in all likelihood an entirely fictitious figure, a product of fałszywka (political forgery).[64][65]"

Basically the hero of the story is completely fake, and I’m guessing the destruction can mostly be explained by bombing?

Any solid redpill proof on this?

Post yfw the potato niggers vote yes to bum-handit marriage today.

>Me only Ulster remains free from sodomy

Okay /pol/ I have to ask for help on this one. I can’t seem to remember where or what its from, but there’s a webm that floats around sometimes I need.

Basically its a short cartoon animation where a rabbit or some other forest creature hops up to another creature and asks them what they are afraid of or something similar. They state the fear of nonexistence or something, and it goes into an animation about how everything is futile, that we all die, and even humanity will die, likely on this planet but even if we managed to go to other planets, to all the planets, eventually the heat death of the universe will get us one day.

It gets more and more dramatic as it goes along, then snaps back to the original forest creature animation and its suddenly very calm again.

In return, funny nigger moments

Mouse Utopia Experiment

Are the elites trying to save humans from extinction? Does the Georgia guide stones tell us what they are trying to do?

Is it safe to say that we are the beautiful ones?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_sink
http://www.cabinetmagazine.org/issues/42/wiles.php
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/22514/1/22514final.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=027f600Ny9M
Why Do We Keep Ignoring All The Black Women Who Die From Police Brutality?

All Black Lives Matter: Media Makers Can Make A Difference

Rekia Boyd, 22, was shot in the back of her head when Dante Servin, an off-duty police officer, shot into a crowd five times on March 22, 2012 in Chicago. She died two days later.

There’s been outrage, but only about 100 people attended a rally for Boyd in New York City’s Union Square on April 22, according to For Harriet.

Black women as both leaders of the Black Lives Matter movement and victims of police violence don’t get enough support. They receive little of the media coverage that is often centered around black men.

“Black men’s deaths [are] associated with the concept of Black men being inherently violent, which is why people are always justifying the deaths of Black men. The media plays into that.” Gabriel wants to change the narratives to include all Black people (as violent).

Gabriel’s goal is to grow public resistance around the deaths of Black women. She plans to launch a database in July, speakhername.org, which will be a collection of Black (non-trans and trans) women and girls who were victims of state, domestic and police violence. Thus far, she has about 700 names.


My problem with Rand Paul

Rand Paul scores 100% with me when it comes to individual rights and foreign policy, but when it comes to the economy he falls flat on his face


His answer to fixing the economy is lower taxes and free trade, and he apparently does not understand how one cancels out the effects of the other.

Free trade encourages the use of overseas slave labor as scabs & union-busters, driving wages down across the board and inciting a race to the bottom for the incomes of the majority of people. Lower prices for manufactured goods have never overcome this wage cut, as the price of real property (land, resources) is not affected, not being manufactured items.

Now lower taxes COULD stimulate the economy by making more money available for investment, but this only works if the investment money is kept within the country through import barriers…if you can shift your investment money to slave-labor nations, then you will do so, and thus the domestic economy is not bolstered, and all the money remains in the hands of the very few (we have seen this for many decades now).

I am not denigrating Rand Paul with these observations, just criticizing his economic policy—he is still the best candidate out there, as his economic policy does not differ from any of the others.

Insane Zionist Nut Rick Santorum Wants To Bomb Iran Back Into The 7th Century

Rick Santorum wants to bomb Iran back into the 7th century for no definitive reason.

Apparently Iran hates America for the freedoms we have here and they support global terrorism or something. Or maybe he just wants to bomb them because that would make the Jews happy. That’s probably the real reason.

Either way, this man is insane and belongs in a mental hospital.

From AP:

Republicans wooing Iowa’s most active party members called Saturday for a stronger presence in the world but ran the gamut in tone and just how tough to get with America’s enemies.

On Armed Services Day – and a day the Obama administration reported killing a senior Islamic State leader in Syria – most of the nearly dozen GOP presidential prospects at a state party dinner called for a more confrontational stance toward Iran.

Former Sen. Rick Santorum’s answer for handling Iran, one of four countries on the U.S. list of nations accused of repeatedly supporting global terrorism, was to “load up our bombers and bomb them back to the seventh century.”


Dr. Duke and Dr Slattery had a free-wheeling conversation for the hour. First, they discussed former Senator and presidential candidate Rick Santorum’s statement that as president he would “bomb Iran back to the Seventh Century.” Dr. Duke noted the callousness of such an idea, which would surely kill millions of men, women, and children, all for a paranoid Zio delusion about Iran’s intents towards Israel. Dr. Slattery pointed out that Santorum, who has made himself a reputation as a social conservative, is bending over backwards to ingratitude himself with the same Jewish campaign financiers that actually support gay marriage, open borders, and moral decline.

http://mediaarchives.gundio.net/dduke/051815.mp3
Rand Paul message!

Hey /pol/, lots of shit happening and I’m loving everything, the chaos, the hope, the depression, the rage. Everything. I’m loving it. So I figured I’d give a little something to the table.

Here is a message from Rand Paul about amendments and NSA surveillance.

Enjoy

Hegelian Dialectic

Let’s say the thesis is technology and transhumanism and the modern world.

The antithesis is reactionary values.

What is the synthesis?

Black Thug Tells Whites ... Bow Down to Blacks, You’re All Gonna Die after old man with a cane gets his ass beat.

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=a43_1431746648

Black beast who murdered CEO and family #2

The first thread which covered recent news that a black nigger brutally tortured and killed a CEO and his family after holding them hostage for the night, stealing $40,000 and eating their pizza. A lighter skinned (maybe due to camera lighting) looking dreadheaded nigger was apprehended.

The first thread 404’d or was deleted somehow.

food standard

so i’ve been doing some mental masturbation and the thought of a food based economy crossed my mind.

basically, it would be like the gold standard where a currency’s value is determined by how much gold the government has, it would be based on the estimated harvest of the previous year.

would this be viable? it carries the advantage of intrinsic value (a person can’t exactly live on gold) and renewability as well as incentivizing the government to invest in something that its people actually need, but does have a few sethacks like the fact that it would be very inconsistent (value would drop in times of drought, which would be when they would need outside trade the most) and a few kinks like how exported/impared food factors in on the value and the fact that it gives farmers/ranchers opportunity to manipulate the nation’s currency for self benefit.

all in all, would it work? would centralization of the food industry be necessary/beneficial? any other thoughts on the idea?